Network Issue Agendas on Twitter during the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election

Abstract
Twitter contained discussion of issues by citizens and news organizations during the 2012
U.S. presidential election. This investigation of how the salience of issues varied across
these groups on Twitter was guided by agenda melding, Network Agenda Setting Model
and the concept of selective exposure. Both horizontal and vertical media correlated
highly with each other. Moreover, both vertical media and horizontal media were also
correlated highly with the network issue agendas of candidate supporters.
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Network Issue Agendas on Twitter during the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election

This study looks at three emergent concepts in agenda-setting research – agenda melding,
network agenda setting and selective exposure – and combines them in a single study of
micro-blogging behavior on the social network site Twitter. Focusing on the two political
candidates during the 2012 U.S. presidential election, Mitt Romney and Barrack Obama,
this study documents their respective supporters’ publicly viewable behaviors regarding
the key election issues on Twitter. Tweets are also compiled into issue agendas for three
different types of media as identified by the concept of agenda-melding: vertical media,
who seek a general audience encompassing many demographic and political strata;
horizontal Republican media who seek a niche audience on the right and horizontal
Democratic media who seek a niche audience on the left (Shaw, Hamm, & Terry, 2006).
One important goal of this study is to expand the Network Agenda Setting Model
(NAS), a third level of media effects, which proposes that the salience of networked
relationships between issues and attributes can be transferred from the news media to the
public (Guo & McCombs, 2011a, 2011b; Guo, in press). As the first study that applies
the model to the new media environment, it seeks to investigate how the public and the
different types of media associated different issues to describe the candidates and to what
extent these networked issue agendas were similar to each other.
In addition, combining theories of agenda-melding, selective exposure and the
NAS model, this study further examines whether Obama supporters’ networked issue
agenda correlated more strongly with the Democratic horizontal media; and likewise
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whether Romney supporters’ networked issue agenda corresponded more closely with the
Republican horizontal media.
Employing computer-assisted content analysis, we were able to test the three
theoretical concepts on several million Tweets during the 2012 election, and thus able to
provide rich insights into the agenda setting effects in this digital era.
Agenda-Melding
There are many agendas in the contemporary world of politics. Agenda melding is the
way we balance these various sources to construct our personal agendas (Shaw &
Weaver, in press.). There are the largely homogenous agendas disseminated by the
general media, which reach out to the entire community. Shaw has described this reach as
vertical (Shaw, Hamm, & Terry, 2006). His metaphor puts these media at the top of a
pyramid, disseminating information to huge numbers of people that lie below. He also
depicts a form of specialized media that share information about a particular topic, or
point of view, with those already interested in information about a given perspective.
This horizontal reach is targeted to specific communities. FoxNews is largely horizontal
in reach, while ABC News is vertical. Daily newspapers are vertical in reach where as
Rush Limbaugh is horizontal. While there can be obvious overlap between a medium and
its vertical or horizontal function, most media primarily perform one of these two
functions.
Voters make choices on their feelings about issues, taking cues from their family,
friends, co-workers or valued others and from their own political interests and
experiences. In the 1972 presidential election, a relationship was discovered between
voters in the Chapel Hill, N.C., area and news media in sorting out the issues. Issues
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covered in the news by news media, such as daily newspapers and television, were
reflected as important issues by voters, an example of what political scientist Bernard
Cohen cited as the power of the press to tell us what to think about (Shaw & McCombs,
1972). Since the 1940s, we have also been aware of the two-step flow of influence (Katz,
1957). Voters often consult friends for details and advice before making final decisions
regarding their vote in an election.
In the 2008 presidential election, when Barack Obama defeated Senator John
McCain, Shaw et. al. conducted in-depth interviews with 70 voters in Chapel Hill, N.C.,
comparing the issues they cited as important with a content analysis of major television
news networks (Shaw & Vargo, 2012). Despite the proliferation of social media and the
emergence of talk radio and television, the relationship between the general news media
and voters remained strong. In 2008, Shaw et al. also measured major talk radio
commentators representing both the liberal and conservative perspectives. Voters’ issue
agendas correlated with these opinion media less than with the news media, but still
reached a significant level of agreement. The study also divided its participants into
Democrats, Republicans, and Independents. Results showed that Republicans and
Independents agreed more with opinion media than Democrats did. Democrats and
Independents made more use of news media. This sample of voters melded news and
opinion media differently, depending on preferences. Shaw argues that voters used the
media in adaptive ways.
In this study, we conduct a slight adjustment to this model. We chose to work
with the issues associated with either Obama or Romney in Tweets during the election
campaign. In other words, these issues are attributes of Obama and Romney in the
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campaign conversations on Twitter. We compare the attributes presented in the vertical
media to the attributes associated with horizontal media. More specifically, we compare
the attributes of major media (vertical) with attributes of Democratic and Republican
media (horizontal). Instinct and the theory of selective exposure, which is discussed in
the next section, tell us that Obama voters would connect more strongly with Obamaleaning media than with vertical media, and Romney voters would connect more strongly
with Romney-leaning media than with vertical media.
Twitter presents a special case of comparison between vertical and horizontal
media. Tweets from vertical media presumably reflect audience agreement with mainline
issues reflected in major newspapers or television or other major news sources. Twitter
can also come from those with an Obama or Romney bias. This reflects a more
specialized horizontal agenda that is most likely to reflect issues of special interest. In the
2008 election, Shaw found a sample of Democratic, Republican, and Independent voters
mixed or melded vertical and horizontal media agendas differently. Here we hypothesize
that Obama and Romney voters might mix or meld Tweets differently.
Selective Exposure
In the early decades of mass communication research, the concept of selective exposure
frequently was cited as an explanation for the lack of massive effects. In his review of the
classic 1940 and 1948 presidential election studies and numerous other studies from the
1940s and 1950s, Klapper (1960) emphasized that people typically have greater exposure
to congenial political messages in the mass media and typically talk more with
likeminded citizens, resulting in the reinforcement of existing predispositions and
attenuated communication effects.
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With the ease of seeking out compatible channels and avoiding dissonant ones in
the vastly expanded communication landscape of this century, there is renewed interest in
the extent to which partisans actively engage in selective exposure and the impact of this
behavior on a variety of outcomes (Bennett & Iyengar, 2008).
With our focus here on the issue agendas of strong partisan users of Twitter
during the 2012 U.S. presidential election, should we expect the issue agenda of strong
Obama supporters to hew closely to the issue agenda of Democratic-oriented media? And
do strong Romney supporters show a similar strong correspondence with Republicanoriented media? However, this begs the question of whether selective exposure is a
dominant pattern of political behavior among partisans using Twitter to comment on the
issues of the presidential election. Stroud (2011, p.31) cautions that the classic definitions
of selective exposure by Klapper (1960) and Festinger (1957) “suggest that selective
exposure is a tendency or inclination to use likeminded sources, not the exclusive use of
likeminded information.” And in her comprehensive analysis of partisan and non-partisan
media use during the 2004 presidential election, Stroud found three major groups: 34% of
the public who used only likeminded horizontal media; 21% who used no horizontal
media; and 18% who used both Democratic and Republican horizontal media. Although
the outcomes of interest in this paper are not the pattern of exposure per se, these patterns
of media use in 2004 have strong implications for our comparisons of the Twitter issue
agendas of strong Democrat and Republican partisans with the Twitter issue agendas of
both vertical and horizontal media.
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Network Agenda Setting Model
This study examines the theories of agenda-melding and selective exposure from a
networked standpoint. The Network Agenda Setting Model (NAS), a third level of
agenda setting theory, introduces a new perspective to examine media effects (Guo &
McCombs, 2011a, 2011b; Guo, in press). In the first and second level of agenda setting
research, scholars usually compare the salience of each issue or attribute in the news with
the salience of those elements among the public (McCombs, Llamas, Lopez-Escobar, &
Rey, 1997; McCombs & Shaw, 1972; McCombs, 2004). Focusing on the rank order of
individual objects and attributes, the first two levels of agenda setting research
demonstrate that the media can set the public’s hierarchical agenda. Distinct from the
traditional agenda setting approach, the NAS model turns its attention to the network
agenda and explores the news media’s potential to transfer an integrated and networked
image to the public, that is, the capability to link “the world outside and the pictures in
our heads” (Lippmann, 1922).
Theoretically, the NAS model is based on an associative network model of
memory (e.g., Anderson & Bower, 1973; Anderson, 1983; Collins & Loftus, 1975;
Kaplan, 1973; Monroe & Read, 2008; Santanen, Briggs, & de Vreede, 2000), which
asserts that individuals not only describe the world in a hierarchical manner, but also
make associations among different messages in their minds. Arguably, the news media
play an important role in deciding how we connect different items (Lang, 2000).
From this networked perspective on information processing, the Network Agenda
Setting Model hypothesizes that the salience of the network relationships among objects
and attributes can be transferred from the news media to the public’s mind. According to
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this model, not only can the news media tell us what to think about and how to think, it
might also be able to tell us how to link different objects and attributes to make sense of
the world.
Preliminary tests have provided empirical evidence for the NAS model. Using
data from a second level, attribute agenda-setting study regarding the 2002 Texas
gubernatorial election (Kim & McCombs, 2007), Guo and McCombs’ (2011a) secondary
analysis found a significant correlation between how the media associated attributes to
portray the political candidates and the public’s network images of these candidates. A
similar network analysis on the data collected during the 2010 Texas gubernatorial
election also showed that the media and public network agendas about the political
candidates were strongly correlated (Guo & McCombs, 2011b).
While the previous two NAS studies examined newspapers during elections at the
state level, our research here seeks to apply the model to the Twitter sphere and focuses
on the nationwide presidential election. To expand both the theories of agenda-melding,
selective exposure, and the NAS model, the goal is to explore how the different types of
media and ordinary citizens mapped out the issue agendas of the two presidential
candidates on Twitter, and to what extent their network agendas were correlated.
Hypotheses
Drawing upon the emerging theory of agenda melding and concept of network agendasetting and renewed interest in the concept of selective exposure, this investigation
of how the salience of issues varied across the issue agendas on Twitter during the 2012
U.S. presidential election tested the following hypotheses.
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Network agenda setting effects for horizontal and vertical media
H1a&b: The daily network issue agenda of (a) Obama supporters and (b) Romney
supporters is positively correlated with the vertical media’s network issue agenda.
H2: The daily network issue agenda of Obama supporters correlates more
strongly with the network issue agenda of the Democratic horizontal media than
with the network issue agenda of the Republican horizontal media.
H3: The daily network issue agenda of Romney supporters correlates more
strongly with the network issue agenda of the Republican horizontal media than
with the network issue agenda of the Democratic horizontal media.
H4: The daily network issue agenda of Obama supporters correlates more
strongly with the network issue agenda of the Democratic horizontal media than
with the network issue agenda of the vertical media.
H5: The daily network issue agenda of Romney supporters correlates more
strongly with the network issue agenda of the Republican horizontal media than
with the network issue agenda of the vertical media.
Inter-media Agenda Setting
H6: The daily network issue agendas of the vertical media, Democratic horizontal
media, and Republican horizontal media are positively correlated with each other.
Methodology
Overview
This study explores an exciting alternative methodology to agenda-setting analysis. Here,
supporters of Barack Obama and Mitt Romney were detected and analyzed, using their
Tweets during the 2012 U.S. presidential election through the use of sentiment analysis.
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The supporters were then stratified into two groups – Romney supporters and Obama
supporters – and the Tweets that mentioned their candidate and the key campaign issues
were compared to Tweets posted by different types of media on Twitter. In line with the
distinctions made by the concept of agenda-melding, the media were categorized into
three types of groups: horizontal Republican, horizontal Democratic and vertical. In turn,
each of these was stratified according to which candidate was being discussed. All in all,
two categories’ and eight groups’ discussions on Twitter about links between a candidate
and the key election issues were analyzed:
(1) Tweets about Obama


Obama supporters’ Tweets about Obama and the issues,



Vertical media Tweets about Obama and the issues,



Democratic horizontal media Tweets about Obama and the issues,



Republican horizontal media Tweets about Obama and the issues.

(2) Tweets about Romney:


Romney supporters’ Tweets about Romney and the issues,



Vertical media Tweets about Romney and the issues,



Democratic horizontal media Tweets about Romney and the issues,



Republican horizontal media Tweets about Romney and the issues.

Each of these groups’ public Twitter messages underwent a computer-assisted
content analysis. Each group’s Tweets were coded for the presence of eight key election
issues. A daily count was produced for each of the issues, for each group and each day of
the days that data was collected. Finally, using network analysis, correlation measures
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and other network statistics were calculated to compare the issue networks of each group
within each of the two categories.
Data Capture: The Twitter API
Over 38 million public Tweets were retrieved from August 1, 2012 until November 28,
2012 – three weeks after the Election Day, November 6. These micro-blog posts were
retrieved from public Twitter accounts via the Twitter streaming API, which allows for
keyword search queries (Twitter, 2013). Specifically, the Tweets that included a
candidate’s name were retrieved. During periods of high traffic, such as debates and on
Election Day, the API automatically limited the rate of Tweets sent via the API. For a
breakdown of Tweets per day, see Figure 1. Overall, the researchers believe that a
representative sample of all public Tweets was captured.
Supporter Selection: Sentiment & T-test analysis
To identify Romney and Obama supporters from the dataset of Tweets, we
employed sentiment analysis for the automatic detection of sentiment for Tweets. The
goal here was to take all of a given user’s Tweets towards a candidate, measure each
Tweet’s sentiment towards the candidate, then deliver an average sentiment score for that
user given that candidate. Given that the dataset was over 20 gigabytes of plain text, this
task greatly exceeded the scope of manual content analysis. Instead, we relied on
SentiStrength, a lexicon-based sentiment analysis tool developed for short texts (Thelwall
et al., 2010; Thelwall, Buckley & Paltoglou, 2012). Sentistrength’s sentiment approach
relies on wordlists that drive scores for words associated with positive affect, negative
affect, sarcasm, negation and affective boosting. Despite its sophistication, like many
sentiment analysis tools SentiStrength is still prone to erroneous judgments. To test the
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validity of SentiStrength on our corpus, we initially tested a batch of 380 Tweets and
manually coded them as positive, negative or neutral. We compared these results with
SentiStrength’s judgments and found the two agreed 68.8% of the time. The 380
judgments were then used to machine learn an algorithm using LightSIDE (Mayfield &
Rose, in press.). A total of 133 and 189 additional terms were found to significantly
correlate with the positive and negative affective dimensions respectively. Once these
terms were added to the SentiStrength lexicon, accuracy increased to 82.8%. Here we
note that the sentiment tool, while working quite well for informational Tweets, still fails
with things such as sarcasm and ambiguous context. Given this error, we rely on our
large dataset. That is to say, we chose to only select people on Twitter for whom we had
at least 12 sentiment judgments. An individual was only named a supporter when that
user broadcasted more than 12 Tweets about a given candidate or more during the 118
data collection days. Therefore the law of probability worked in our favor to offset error.
The total dataset was split into Tweets that mentioned Obama and not Romney or
other Republican primary candidates, and, conversely, Romney and not Obama or other
Republican primary candidates. Each dataset was then sorted by the number of times a
given user appeared in the dataset. The data sets were then cut, disregarding users that
appeared less than 12 times in either dataset. For the remaining Tweets, sentiment
analysis was performed.
Next pivot tables were created for each remaining user in each of the two data
sets. For a given user, a user had a sentiment score, ranging from - 4 to + 4 for each of
their Tweets about that dataset’s candidate. An average was calculated across all of that
user’s Tweets. That average was then subjected to a one-way directional t-test, with the
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degrees of freedom being one minus the number of Tweets that user had about that given
candidate. A probability of .10 was used as the arbitrary cut-off. This value retrieved a
substantial number of significant results for each candidate. In all, 2,875 and 2,457
candidates were chosen as supporters for Obama and Romney respectively.
Media Selection: Horizontal and Vertical Media
To operationalize the definition of vertical media, we relied on a myriad of
mainstream general audience media. Table 1 shows the full list of 54 newspapers and
broadcast news networks that represent this category. For this group, Tweets were sorted
by the candidate they mentioned, and put into the appropriate grouping.
For horizontal media, one group was specified for Democratic leaning media and
another group was specified for Republican leaning media. The Democratic group was
constructed from MSNBC and its television shows and the reporters it listed on its
official Twitter page. In addition, the leading seven Democratic talk shows were chosen
and added. A total of 65 different sources were chosen. See Table 2 for a breakdown of
included sources. For the Republican group, Fox News and all of their reporters and
shows listed on their Twitter page were chosen. In addition, the leading seven Republican
talk shows and their Twitter accounts were chosen. In all, 49 different sources were
chosen. See Table 3 for a breakdown.
Issue Selection
After the media were selected, the researchers read through a random sample of
Tweets from the media and public to get a sense of what the top issues were. This
informal analysis identified eight major issues: economy, foreign policy, individual
liberties, federal programs, immigration, education, environment and big government.
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These issues had sufficient salience to be continually measured throughout the 118-day
analysis.
Computer-assisted Content Analysis
A computer-assisted content analysis was then conducted in the form of expanded
search queries. This option was chosen due to the extremely large amount of data for
each dataset. For each issue, a set of keywords were identified by the researchers through
a qualitative assessment of a random sample of media and public Tweets. For a list of the
queries used for each issue, see Appendix I. The queries for each issue were then tested
for validity by selecting 200 random Tweets from across the five different groupings and
comparing the queries content analysis results to a manual content analysis. The queries
were found to be extremely effective, with an agreement of .91 across all issues, with no
query scoring below .82.
The Daily Network Issue Agendas
The last step in preparing the data involved rearranging the data for network
analysis (Guo, 2012). As outlined earlier in this section, each candidate had four sets of
Tweets that mentioned him. These groups were: his supporters (one set for Romney
Supporters, another set for Obama Supporters), vertical media, Democratic horizontal
media and Republican horizontal media. These datasets were then pivoted by day. For
each day, content analyses examined whether a particular individual or a particular media
organization mentioned each of the eight issues. Then, the unit of network analysis was
shifted to the day. Issues that were mentioned on the same day were then treated as
implicitly linked. This is to say that when two or more issues occurred on the same day,
they were thought to be linked in that daily representation of the individual, or media’s
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agenda. Finally, the data was then converted to network matrices. These matrices address
ties when certain issues were mentioned on the same day. For the sake of representing a
daily agenda, we considered this co-occurrence an implicit link. These links were then
tallied to build the matrices for each grouping. In addition, for each dataset, we calculated
degree centrality of each issue, which refers to the number of ties that an issue has
(Wasserman & Faust, 1994). The more ties an issue has with other issues in describing a
given candidate, the more centrally it is located in the public or media network.
Network Analysis: QAP Correlations
Once implicit ties were established, networks were constructed for each group.
These networks show different tie strengths, which represent how frequently issues were
mentioned together on the same day by the same media organizations or same
individuals. The networks were then compared by utilizing the Quadratic Assignment
Procedure (QAP), which addresses the strength and specification of ties from one
network to another and calculates a correlation coefficient (Simpson, 2001).
Results
Focusing on the Twitter coverage of the 2012 U.S. Presidential Election, this study found
that the public network agendas regarding the two political candidates, Barack Obama
and Mitt Romney, correlated significantly with all the media network agendas, both
vertical and horizontal. In addition, the network media agendas of the vertical media and
both Democratic and Republican horizontal media regarding the issues associated with
the two political candidates were extremely similar. Notably, the study only found
marginal support of selective exposure among the public, particularly Obama supporters,
in their Tweets about the candidates.
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Network Agenda Setting
According to Table 4, Obama supporters’ network issue agenda about Obama
significantly correlated with the vertical media’s network issue agenda regarding Obama
(0.756, p<0.01). Likewise, the study also found a statistically significant correlation
between Romney supporters’ issue agenda and the vertical media’s network issue
agendas regarding Romney (0.906, p<0.01, see Table 5). H1a and H1b were strongly
supported, suggesting that the public and the vertical media pictured the two political
candidates in a very similar pattern.
For H2 and H4, which examine selective exposure effects among Obama
supporters on Twitter, the results in Table 4 show that the network issue agenda of
Obama supporters did not correspond more strongly with the network agenda regarding
Obama of Democratic horizontal media (0.719, p<0.01) than the other two types of
media’s discussion of Obama, the Republican horizontal media (0.861, p<0.01) and
vertical media (0.756, p<0.01). H2 and H4 were not supported.
When it came to the selective exposure effects among Romney supporters, the
results showed that H3 was supported. As Table 5 demonstrates, the network issue
agenda of Romney supporters did hew more closely to the network issue agenda
regarding Romney of the Republican horizontal media (0.892, p<0.01) than to that of the
Democratic horizontal media regarding Romney (0.843, p<0.01). However, the
difference is small. The study also found a stronger correlation between Romney
supporters’ and the vertical media’s network agenda regarding Romney (0.906, p<0.01)
than between Romney supporters’ and the Republican horizontal media’s network
agendas regarding Romney (0.892, p<0.01). H5 was not supported. In other words,
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Romney supporters did not show the strongest correspondence with the Republicanoriented media among others during the election.
Inter-media Agenda Setting
Exploring inter-media network agenda setting effect, significant similarities were
found between the network issue agendas of the vertical media, the Democratic
horizontal media and the Republican horizontal media when they broadcasted Tweets
about the two political candidates during the election. Table 4 indicates that H6 was
strongly supported regarding the network media issue agendas about Obama (Vertical vs.
Democratic: 0.912, p<0.001; Vertical vs. Republican: 0.916, p<0.001; Republican vs.
Democratic: 0.889, p<0.001). Likewise, H6 was also strongly supported when it came to
the network media agendas about Romney, as Table 5 illustrates (Vertical vs.
Democratic: 0.945, p<0.001; Vertical vs. Republican: 0.974, p<0.001; Republican vs.
Democratic: 0.924, p<0.001).
Network Issue Agendas
With respect to the details of how Obama supporters and the three types of media
Tweeted about Obama, Table 6 illustrates the degree centrality of the eight issues across
different sets of Tweets, and Figures 2a-d showcase the graphs that respectively represent
these four network issue agendas. In general, “economy,” “foreign policy” and
“individual liberties” were the most central issues across all network agendas.
Specifically, “foreign policy” had the highest degree centrality on Obama supporters’
network agenda. In other words, when Obama supporters Tweeted about Obama, they
constantly associated “foreign policy” with other issues. However, “economy” was at the
center on all types of media’s network agendas about Obama.
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Table 7 details the degree centrality of the eight issues across different network
agendas about Romney, and Figures 3a-d present how the public and media pictured
Romney during the election. Notably, “economy” was the most central issue about
Romney across all the issue networks. Whether it is Romney supporters or the three types
of media, they always mentioned “economy” and other issues in tandem when they
Tweeted about Romney. Similar to network agendas about Obama, “economy,” “foreign
policy” and “individual liberties” were the three most central issues on the network
agendas of Romney supporters, the vertical media and Democratic media. Differently,
“federal programs” was also one of the top three central issues on the Republican media’s
issue network. It is also interesting to note that “big government” was on the outermost
edge across all the issue networks about Romney, whereas it was not necessarily the case
for the issue networks regarding Obama.
Conclusion
For our two audiences, Obama and Romney supporters, we see issue saliences that was
more convergent than divergent. For a given candidate, avid candidate supporters and the
different types of media appeared to be talking about the same issues and associated them
with one another in a similar pattern. While each group undoubtedly centralized different
attributes and had different affective opinions, this study would suggest they shared issue
networks - to a great extent.
While the results were largely homogenous for both political parties and both
candidates, there is some marginal support that Obama and Romney supporters melded
news and opinion media differently. This may also suggest that Romney supporters
engaged in selective exposure, favoring Republican media over its Democratic
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counterpart. We do not see a reciprocal effect with Obama supporters and Democratic
media. This then would suggest that Romney supporters mimicked Republican orientated
media more than their Obama counterparts mimicked Democratic types of media. The
findings were similar to Shaw’s study on the 2008 U.S. presidential election, which
showed that Republicans agreed more with horizontal media than Democrats did (2012).
However, the more interesting results may lie in what was not found. Here, both
Romney and Obama supporters appeared to correlate more strongly with vertical media
than media that matched the candidate’s political party. This paints a picture of the
strongest and most vocal supporters as ones that are not off the beaten path of mainstream
news on Twitter. Instead, these supporters appear to be responsive to the heartbeat of
populous news coverage for both candidates. Again, while we do not know if the
affective and descriptive dimensions diverged, we can state with a degree of confidence
that the topical focus and interrelations of topics did not.
Finally, across-the-board support is given for inter-media agenda setting. Here we
observe that all types of media are correlated with each other. With high degree, the
coverage and salience given to issues pertaining to Obama and Romney was similar in
horizontal and vertical media. While this study did not measure the attributes associated
with these issues, (i.e. if gay marriage was good or bad) it seems that if the vertical media
were talking about a candidate and given issues, so were horizontal media. This tight
attention could be reflexive, and highly temporal. And here, we don’t attempt to address
temporal order or causation. However we do suggest that in whatever direction, media
appear to be responding and converging on issues for candidates, as opposed to diverging
and covering opposite topics.
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Discussion
We open discussion with a recollection of our definition of a Romney or Obama
supporter. Essentially, these two groups were operationalized as the most positively vocal
people for a given candidate on Twitter. We draw the conclusion that these supporters are
not representative of a typical voter. Instead, by favoring the most positively outspoken,
we identified those who were something of “brand activists” for each candidate.
This distinction may explain the high correlations supporters had with media. It is
possible that by being positive and outspoken, the true aims of these supporters were not
to be stereotypically liberal or conservative, but instead to act as persuaders. If their
outward nature of posting were too dissonant they would likely fail to sway undecided
voters. Overly liberal or conservative slants would likely prove to be too dissonant for
these more moderate people. Instead, we might imagine the supporters we selected as
public relations practitioners, responding and tending to the media and its issue agenda.
While this study did not measure the “true aim” of the supporters, one conclusion is that
the supporter’s primary function was to persuade. And if that were the case, it is
conceivable that these people would act more like the media themselves, and less like
radical deviations of the media.
Popularity as a driver to equilibrium
Along these lines, we might imagine that for a micro-blogging service such as
Twitter, popularity might drive people to more of a political equilibrium. On Twitter, if a
tree falls, and that tree has no followers, it goes unheard. If the supporters we identified in
this study hoped to gain support, they might have modeled themselves after more vertical
leaning media, which have much greater, and diverse, audiences. Reaching larger
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audiences, like CNN’s 10 million followers, may require a more central and less
extremist political view. This is an additional possible explanation of the convergent
issue agendas that supporters had with vertical media.
Theoretical contribution: NAS Model. Agenda Melding and Selective Exposure
In light of the strong correlations found between the public and media network
agendas as well as between the different network media agendas, this study has provided
solid empirical evidence for the Network Agenda Setting Model and expanded it to the
Twittersphere. In other words, we found that the network relationships between issues are
likely transferred from one agenda to another (in whatever order) in this new media
environment. In addition, by combining the theories of agenda-melding and selective
exposure and the NAS model into one study, we have provided insight on how supporters
melded news of different types from a networked perspective.
Expanding the analysis
Further study in two areas can better explain the relationships explored here. A
methodology that might attempt to measure “average” Democrats and Republicans might
yield more divergent results. Presumably these people would be less like brand activists,
and more like individuals who express thoughts not to persuade, but for more self-serving
motivations. Additionally, by measuring more representative examples of the voting
population, we might better measure agenda-melding effects in a way more central to its
conception. These studies aim to measure voters who are representative of the voting
population (Shaw & Vargo, 2012).
Moreover, investigating affective attributes would take this study beyond a
topical focus, thereby teasing out the differences in opinions across different audiences
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and media. Both expansions would likely bolster agenda-melding and selective exposure
results, but add yet another layer of conceptual complexity.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1. Vertical Media
Twitter Accounts Associated with Different Media
CBS
USATODAY
Denverpost
Newsday
Sfchronicle
CCTimes
WSJ
Detnews
Njdotcom
SFGate
HoustonChron
ajc
DispatchAlerts nydailynews
starledger
Oregonian
azcentral
Freep
Nytimes
startelegram
PBS
baltimoresun
GlobeMetro
Ocregister
Stltoday
PhillyDailyNews chicagotribune
guardiannews orlandosentinel TelegraphNews
PhillyInquirer
Cincienquirer
insidebayarea PilotNews
TheBuffaloNews
PlainDealer
clevelanddotcom Latimes
PioneerPress
theobserver
StarTribune
CNN
mercnews
PittsburghPG
usweekly
Suntimes
courierjournal
MiamiHerald
sacbee_news
washingtonpost
TB_Times
dallasnews
Nbc
Seattletimes

Table 2. Democratic Horizontal Media
Media, Reporters & Talk Show Hosts Twitter Usernames
maracamp
AlexWitt
CackalackyJD
craigmelvin
MHarrisPerry
TheLastWord
morningmika
VeronicaDLCruz stevebenen
maddow
TheRevAl
MaddowGuestList
WillieGeist
Toure
MaddowAux
Lawrence
secupp
MaddowApp
hardball_chris
PoliticsNation
MaddowBlog
chrislhayes
leanforward
Hardballvideo
JoeNBC
msnbcvideo
Hardball
chucktodd
MHPshow
SteveKornacki
ThomasARoberts upwithchris
thecyclemsnbc
tamronhall
digimuller
BashirLive
alexwagner
negannyc
newsnation

mitchellreports
mikescotto
JoshuaChaffee
cesinnyc
giff18
NowWithAlex
RichardLui
JansingCo
dailyrundown
MorningMusiQ
BillKarins
Morning_Joe
cgodburn

CaseySez
nick_ramsey
Melissa_Ryerson
joytamika
edshow
msnbc
TheDailyShow
andersoncooper
AC360
piersmorgan
KeithOlbermann
WeGotEd
ProducerGuy1
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Table 3. Republican Horizontal Media

FoxNews
TeamCavuto
SpecialReport
kirstenpowers10
ShiraBushFNC
OliverNorthFNC
HeatherChilders
ChrisLaibleFN
NicoleBuschFN
JoyLinFN

Media, Reporters & Talk Show Hosts Twitter Usernames
NickKalmanFN
kilmeade
janicedeanfox
JudgeJeanine
ClaytonMorris
AlanColmes
jonathanserrie
RickLeventhal
ShannonBream
edhenryTV
adamhousley
drmannyonFOX
kimguilfoyle
HARRISFAULKNER gretawire
caseystegall
marthamaccallum
megynkelly
RickFolbaum
GeraldoRivera
BretBaier
lauraingle
andylevy
seanhannity
MikeEmanuelFox greggutfeld
sdoocy
MollyLineNews
JonScottFNC
BillHemmer

Jennafnc
foxandfriends
foxnewspolitics
limbaugh
oreillyfactor
IngrahamAngle
glennbeck
DaveRamsey
FaithManganFN

Table 4: QAP Correlations: Tweets about Obama
Obama
supporters

Vertical
Media

Democratic
media

Republican
Media

Obama
supporters
Vertical
Media
Democratic
media
Republican
Media

0.756*
0.719*

0.912**

0.861*

0.916**

0.889**

Notes:
1. *p<0.01
2. **p<0.001
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Table 5: QAP Correlations: Tweets about Romney
Romney
supporters

Vertical
Media

Democratic
media

Republican
Media

Romney
supporters
Vertical
Media
Democratic
media
Republican
Media

0.906*
0.843*

0.945**

0.892*

0.974**

0.924**

Notes:
1. *p<0.01
2. **p<0.001

Table 6: Degree centrality: Tweets about Obama
Obama
Supporters
Economy
Foreign policy
Individual liberties
Federal program
Immigration
Education
Environment
Big government

Vertical Media

Horizontal Media
Democratic
Republican

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

4161
4202
3064
2720
1153
2454
1953
269

0.21
0.21
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.06
0.10
0.01

2
1
3
4
7
5
6
8

285
261
114
90
84
84
108
86

0.26
0.24
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.10
0.08

1
2
3
5
7
7
4
6

262
203
116
112
54
54
108
91

0.26
0.20
0.12
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.11
0.09

1
2
3
4
7
7
5
6

154
146
73
68
39
23
56
23

0.27
0.25
0.13
0.12
0.07
0.04
0.10
0.04

1
2
3
4
6
7
5
7

15.8%
16.5%
16.2%
17.9%
Blau heterogeneity
Notes:
1. DC refers to degree centrality, which measures the number of connections that an issue
category has in a certain network.
2. S refers to share, which calculates an issue’s degree centrality divided by the sum of all the
issues’ degree centralities.
3. R refers to rank.
4. Blau heterogeneity measures how evenly the connections are distributed across different pairs
of issues.
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Table 7: Degree centrality: Tweets about Romney
Romney
Supporters
Economy
Foreign policy
Individual liberties
Federal program
Immigration
Education
Environment
Big government

Vertical Media

Horizontal Media
Democratic
Republican

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

DC

S

R

2923
2072
1814
1101
755
1275
1144
72

0.26
0.19
0.16
0.10
0.07
0.11
0.10
0.01

1
2
3
6
7
4
5
8

229
170
117
93
65
56
84
8

0.28
0.21
0.14
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.10
0.01

1
2
3
4
6
7
5
8

388
330
239
204
89
52
91
29

0.27
0.23
0.17
0.14
0.06
0.04
0.06
0.02

1
2
3
4
6
7
5
8

160
114
71
73
25
41
51
13

0.29
0.21
0.13
0.13
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.02

1
2
4
3
7
6
5
8

16.7%
17.5%
18.7%
18.0%
Blau heterogeneity
Notes:
1. DC refers to degree centrality, which measures the number of connections that an issue
category has in a certain network.
2. S refers to share, which calculates an issue’s degree centrality divided by the sum of all the
issues’ degree centralities.
3. R refers to rank.
4. Blau heterogeneity measures how evenly the connections are distributed across different pairs
of issues.

Figure 1. Twitter API Traffic

Millions

Tweets Recieved by Day
4.5
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3.5
3
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Note: 9/15-9/16 gap due to campus wide power outage.
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Figure 2a: How Obama supporters mapped out Obama

Figure 2b: How the vertical media mapped out Obama
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Figure 2c: How the Democratic horizontal media mapped out Obama

Figure 2d: How the Republican horizontal media mapped out Obama
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Figure 3a: How Romney supporters mapped out Romney

Figure 3b: How the vertical media mapped out Romney
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Figure 3c: How the Democratic horizontal media mapped out Romney

Figure 3d: How the Republican horizontal media mapped out Romney

Appendix I: Content Analysis Search Queries
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Individual
Liberties

Federal
Programs

Immigration

abortion

Obamacare

Latino

education

environment

economic

Foreign
Policy
foreign
policy
foreign
affair

single mom

healthcare

Latina

student

Gas

tax

Bin Laden

women

health care

immigration

teacher

energy

laid off

al Qaeda

Baby

welfare

immigrant

tuition

employ

terrorist

birth control

uninsured

immigrate

school

climate
global
warming

layoff

Gay

insurance

Mexico

same-sex

veteran

Mexican

hire

Osama

homosexual

Medicaid

DREAM Act

college
No Child Left
Behind
academic
performance

pollution

monetary

Saddam
Persian
Gulf

money

lesbian

medical
elderly

start-up

Iraq

Lgbt
Don’t ask,
don’t tell

Hispanic
border
safety

loan

business

terrorism
Middle
East

hospital

visa

GDP

Palestinian

Roe v. Wade

pension

Coal
nuclear
power

poverty

Iran

marijuana

retire

gasoline

fiscal cliff
federal
government

fiscal

Afghan

Drug

Medicare

pollute

budget defict

debt

Israel

Gun

recession

Muslim

pro choice

income

Islam

single mother

financial

Chinese

woman

recovery

Palestine
North
Africa

Babies

Economy
economy

bankrupt
budget
stock
market

Arab

free market

Libya

revenue

nuclear

trade

Asia

deficit

China

salary
finance

Russia
North
Korea

recoveries

war

expenditure

oversea

Education

Environment

Big
Government
role of
government
size of
government

Oil

big government
small
government
bigger
government
smaller
government
overbearing
government

hybrid

big spending

green

overspending
government
intervention

clean air

debt ceiling

Drill

pro life

Syria

extremist
nuclear
threat
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